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-- News at this FCC week
-- Status
-- Towards the CDR 
-- Run plan  
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Patrick Janot FCC-ee (History, motivation, overview of present status of design study and issues, run plan)
Paolo Azzurri            Electroweak physics at the Z and W – experimental capabilities
Fulvio Piccinini Status and prospects for precision electroweak calculations
Alain Blondel Beam polarization (longitudinal vs transverse) and energy calibration 

Markus Klute Higgs physics at FCC-ee
Patrizia Azzi Top physics at FCC-ee
Stephane Monteil Flavour physics (c, b, LFV)
David d'Enterria QCD and gamma-gamma

Maurizio Pierini Search for New Physics at the FCC-ee
Mogens Dam             FCC-ee detector requirements and specific designs
Emilia Leogrande Detector design II (CLIC adaption)
Georgios Voutsinas Experimental environment and luminosity measurement (experimental side of MDI)

Jonathan R. Ellis        Complementarity between FCC-ee and FCC-hh for BSM Searches 
Christophe Grojean Higgs physics synergies
David d'Enterria QCD synergies
Oliver Fischer             An example of synergy in BSM physics: right-handed neutrinos

Jiayin Gu EFT              global fit of Higgs couplings at ee colliders
Dario Mueller            Implications of a leptoquark explanation of the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon for 

the FCC-ee
Janusz Gluza Present status on numerical calculation of complete 2-loop EWPOs and 3-loop prospects
Sven Heinemeyer Precision Observables at FCC-ee: Status and Future

20 talks and 400 minutes.  
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2013 European Strategy:  There is a strong scientific case for an electron positron collider,
complementary to the LHC, that can study the properties of the Higgs boson and
other  particles with unprecedented precision and whose energy can be upgraded

An e+e- in the energy range Z - WW - H -tt is a must do

The FCC-ee offers the best luminosity and center-of-mass definition
in addition it is obviously a possible first step towards a 100 TeV pp collider. 

The idea was (re)born in 2011 as Higgs Factory; the 2102 ICFA beam dynamics workshop
recommended that a conceptual design report would be necessary.  

This is what we are doing: The FCC design study was launched in Feb. 2014  
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Today we do not know how nature will surprise us. A few things that FCC-ee could discover : 

EXPLORE 10 TeV energy scale (and beyond) with Precision Measurements

-- ~20-50 fold improved precision on many EW quantities (equiv. to factor 5-7 in mass)
mZ, mW, mtop , sin2 w

eff , Rb , QED (mz) s (mz; mW; m), Higgs and top quark properties

DISCOVER a violation of flavour conservation or universality
-- ex FCNC  (Z -->  , e) in 5 1012 Z decays. 

+ flavour physics (1012 bb events)                  

DISCOVER dark matter as «invisible decay» of H or Z   

DISCOVER very weekly coupled particle in 5-100 GeV energy scale
such as: Right-Handed neutrinos,  Dark Photons etc…

FCC-ee: discovery machine, not «just» measurements! 
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«Study the properties of the Higgs boson and other  particles with unprecedented precision» 

-- High (integrated) luminosity at the requested Ecm *)
-- Clean environment
-- Precise knowledge of the center-of-mass energy and of the luminosity
-- Precise detectors offering plenty of redundency (and more than one) 

*) note that maximum Ecm requested is ~20 GeV above the top pair threshold,  365-370 GeV
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Oide

Welcome the possible increase by factor 1.6  wrt
the baseline!   impact on necessary running time. 
And… we can take more… top-up injection for high duty factor

assume 0.6

new
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(and the *=1mm optics) 

(6) (1.6) (0.45)

(1-2) (3) (3) 18 (13.5)

there exist two detector concepts for linear colliders
ILD based on TPC tracker and SiD(CLIC-SiD) based on all-silicon tracker
+ new IDEA for FCC-ee (and CEPC)  based on drift chamber

numbers in blue were shown (almost) by M.Benedikt, F. Zimmermann
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FCC-ee Physics and ExperimentsMDI: Clean experimental conditions

Pile-up is less than 10-3

Beams pass at angle inside exp. solenoid

100 mrad

delicate insertion magnet system 
challenging magnets… (keep all below 100 mrad)

Asymmetric geometry works very well
to limit synchrotron radiation to LEP levels
(Voutsinas) 
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detailed layout of the IR  
Beam pipe radius at IP is 15mm 
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Luminosity measurement
challenging: L* is small.
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We have concluded that first priority is to achieve transverse polarization
in a way that allows continuous beam calibration by resonant depolarization
(energy measurement every ~10 minutes on ‘monitoring’ single bunches)

- This is a unique feature of circular e+e- colliders
- baseline running scheme defined with monitoring bunches, wigglers, polarimeter
- the question of the residual systematic error requires further studies of the 

relationship between spin tune, beam energy at IRs, and center-of-mass energy
 target is O(100keV) at Z  and W pair threshold energies (averaged over data taking)

‘Do we want longitudinal polarization’?

 lower priority

at Z, W, top: no information that we cannot obtain otherwise
from unpolarized AFB asymmetries or final state polarization (top, tau) 

+ too much loss of luminosity in present running scheme to provide gain in precision.          

Beam Polarization and Energy calibration
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Beam Polarization and Energy calibration

45 GeV 80 GeV

At the Z obtain excellent polarization level
but too slow for polarization in physics
need wigglers for Energy calibration

At the W expecation similar to LEP at Z
 enough for energy calibration

Simulations by Eliana Gianfelice
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observable Physics
Present
precision

FCC-ee stat
Syst Precision

FCC-ee key Challenge
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FCC-ee Detectors

News on this front: 
-- EP-LCD group at CERN has undertaken the adaption of CLIC-SID detector for FCC-ee
-- new IDEA, detector specifically designed for FCC-ee (and CEPC) 

Emilia Leogrande

MAPS



CLIC to FCC
changeover
mostly straightforward. 
Main changes
-- smaller beam pipe
-- smaller Bfield
 larger radius

-- CW operation, 
need to increase cooling
 thicker detectors

Work in progress
performance to come soon
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FCC-ee Detectors: IDEA
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The choice of tracker : drift chamber (from MEG2 upgrade)  IDEA  -- Choice of tracker :  He-C4H10 drift chamber 12mm drift cells

fast and precise, low material dE/dx.  need to check tracking efficiencies, simulations on going.  
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Today we do not know how nature will surprise us. A few things that FCC-ee could discover : 

EXPLORE 10 TeV energy scale (and beyond) with Precision Measurements

-- ~20-50 fold improved precision on many EW quantities (equiv. to factor 5-7 in mass)
mZ, mW, mtop , sin2 w

eff , Rb , QED (mz) s (mz mW m), Higgs and top quark couplings

DISCOVER a violation of flavour conservation or universality
-- ex FCNC  (Z -->  , e) in 5 1012 Z decays. 

+ flavour physics (1012 bb events)                  

DISCOVER dark matter as «invisible decay» of H or Z   

DISCOVER very weekly coupled particle in 5-100 GeV energy scale
such as: Right-Handed neutrinos,  Dark Photons etc…

FCC-ee discovery potential
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what is the background to this? No trigger needed – we will not lose it!

See presentation
by O. Fischer.
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Theoretical limitations FCC-ee
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Experimental errors at FCC-ee will be 20-100 times smaller than the present errors. 
BUT can be typically 10 -30 times smaller than present level of theory errors
Will require significant theoretical effort and additional measurements!  
the above explains why we want the top running – and high Z statistics.
Freitas, Heinemeyer, Jadach, Gluza …  need for 3 loop calculations for the future!
Suggest including manpower for theoretical calculations in the project cost.

SM predictions (using other input)

0.0005
0.0002 0.0001  

0.0001 

0.0003

0.0000
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J. Gluza

such as:
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PHYSICS COMPLEMENTARITY
Higgs Physics -- ee ZH fixes Higgs width and HZZ coupling , 

-- FCC-hh gives huge statistics of HH events for Higgs self-coupling

Search for Heavy Physics
-- ee gives precision measurements (mZ mW to < 0.5 MeV, mtop 10 MeV, etc…)

sensitive to heavy physics up to … 100 TeV
-- FCC-hh gives access to direct observation 

QCD      -- ee gives s  0.0002 in several ways
also Hgg events (gluon fragmentation!)

-- ep provides tructure functions and s  0.0003
-- all this improves the signal and background predictions

for new physics signals at FCC-hh

Heavy Neutrinos  -- ee: powerful and clean, but flavour-blind
-- hh and eh more difficult, but potentially flavour sensitive 

Some examples
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HIGGS PHYSICS

hh, eh precisions assume ee measurements esp. for Htt and HHH 
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EWPO

Another example of Synergy and complementarity

detailed study required for all FCCs – especially FCC-hh to understand feasibility at all

to > 40TeV
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CONCLUSIONS

-- The study of FCC-ee Physics and Experiments is going hand-in-hand with the accelerator study

-- The  Physics is fantastic (and so is the team :-)). There are still many optimizations to do! 
Collaboration for the detectors is now gearing up with CLIC group and CEPC.

-- The collaboration with theory for ideas, concepts and calculations is strong

-- We are gearing up to prepare the CDR! 
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Did these people suspect that we would be running HL-LHC in that tunnel >60 years later?

Let’s not be SHY!
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Synergy and complementarity

FCC-ee is a very powerful precision machine covering considerable new territory, with
discovery potential in its own right. 

There are presently four proposals for e+e- colliders covering the H and top (and Z, WW)
{ILC, CLIC}  and  {FCC-ee, CEPC}.*)  There is a consensus that physics needs such a machine
FCC-ee is unique for its precision and luminosity at the W,Z,H. 

Only the circular machines come with a tunnel, cryo, etc… for  a 100 TeV «ultimate» step
Synergy :                                     cost (ee+hh) < cost (ee) + cost (hh) 

The Physics of the hadron collider is quite complementary but in many cases it benefits from
the ee measurements in ways that should be quantified further in the 2d Physics Workshop  
Complementarity:                

Physics (ee+hh+ ep) > Physics(ee) + Physics (hh) + Physics (ep) >> Physics (ee), (hh), (ep) 

*) we are starting to work together, but one could do more!
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